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Creating a new foundation for risk management
by Carl R. Tannenbaum, senior vice president, Supervision and Regulation, Rebecca Chmielewski, assistant vice president, 
Supervision and Regulation, and Paul Jordan, senior team leader, Supervision and Regulation
The Chicago Fed’s Supervision and Regulation Department, in conjunction with DePaul 
University’s Center for Financial Services, sponsored its fourth annual Financial Institution 
Risk Management Conference on April 11–12, 2011. In addition to discussions about 
risk management, this year’s conference focused on the impact of the Dodd–Frank 
Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd–Frank Act). 
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8.8%.­Certain­market­segments­are­still­Creating a new foundation for risk management will  
involve thinking about the interrelated nature of risks, the 






















































































































































will­go­away,­she­said.Charles­L.­Evans, President  ; Daniel­G.­Sullivan,­
Executive Vice President and Director of Research; 
Spencer­Krane, Senior Vice President and Economic 
Advisor ; David­Marshall,­Senior Vice President, financial 
markets group  ; Daniel­Aaronson,­Vice President, 
microeconomic policy research; Jonas­D.­M.­Fisher, 
Vice President, macroeconomic policy research; Richard­
Heckinger,­Assistant Vice President, markets team; 
Anna­L.­Paulson,­Vice President, finance team; William­A.­
Testa,­Vice President, regional programs, and Economics 
Editor ; Helen­O’D.­Koshy­and­Han­Y.­Choi, Editors    ; 
Rita­Molloy­and­Julia­Baker, Production Editors  ; 










































































































































































































Impact of new capital rules
David­Marshall,­senior­vice­president,­
Federal­Reserve­Bank­of­Chicago,­mod-
erated­a­panel­on­the­impact­of­new­
capital­rules,­which­featured­George­G.­
Kaufman,­professor­of­economics­and­
finance,­Loyola­University­Chicago;­
Kevin­M.­Killips,­chief­financial­officer,­
PrivateBancorp­Inc.;­and­Marc­R.­
Saidenberg,­senior­vice­president,­
Federal­Reserve­Bank­of­New­York.
Marshall­gave­a­brief­primer­on­Basel­III.­
In­addition­to­changes­in­the­level­of­
capital­being­put­forth,­Basel­III­seeks­to­
add­more­loss-absorbing­capital­capacity­
for­SIFIs­through­contingent­capital­
forms­and­“bail-in”­provisions,­by­which­
debt­can­be­converted­quickly­to­equity.
Killips­anticipated­that­capital­rules­under­
the­Dodd–Frank­Act­will­start­to­match­
up­with­Basel­III­over­the­next­five­to­six­
years.­Clearly,­banks­expect­to­be­required­
to­hold­more­capital.­Saidenberg­stressed­
that­one­significant­goal­of­Basel­III­is­
to­promote­resiliency­in­the­banking­
sector.­Kaufman­answered­the­question­
of­the­Dodd–Frank­Act’s­impact­with­
“Who­knows?”­His­point­was­that­there­
has­been­a­long­history­of­capital­changes­
that­were­designed­to­improve­the­
banking­sector,­and­yet­we­are­still­in­
an­environment­where­more­change­is­
considered­necessary.­According­to­
Kaufman,­the­current­system­of­calcu-
lating­capital­by­the­risk-weighting­of­
assets,­which­seems­like­a­good­idea­in­
theory,­may­not­be­effective­in­practice.­
He­said­that­perhaps­the­focus­should­
be­on­the­leverage­ratio,­which­is­used­
in­all­other­industries­and­by­the­market­
to­provide­a­stronger­constraint­(than­
the­risk-weighting­of­assets)­on­risk­taking.­
Finally,­he­noted­that­current­capital­
regulations­are­very­complex­and­that­
for­new­regulations­to­be­effective,­they­
will­need­to­be­simplified.
Summing up
The­recent­financial­crisis­has­played­a­
large­role­in­leading­us­to­create­a­new­
foundation­for­risk­management.­The­
Dodd–Frank­Act­has­mandated­many­new­
regulations­that­will­influence­the­financial­
landscape­and­firms’­risk-management­
functions­as­well.­As­organizations­emerge­
from­the­financial­crisis,­they­should­
ensure­that­they­will­be­better­prepared­
the­next­time­problems­arise.­It­was­clear­
from­the­various­discussions­that­an­
organization­establishes­effective­risk­
management­with­clear­and­consistent­
communication­throughout­the­organi-
zation­and­with­solid­support­from­the­
top.­Appropriate­risk­appetites­and­levels­
should­be­determined,­controlled,­and­
monitored­during­noncrisis­times­so­that­
the­risk-management­processes­are­imple-
mented­before­new­challenges­emerge.